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Contemporary Matted Albums 
Detail 
These wedding albums are a simpler, more modern version of our classic overlay album. 
 
Pages can be finished with solely overlays, or feature a mix of overlays and full page self adhesive mats to provide a 
hybrid album style. 
 
Albums are supplied with a full set of single size aperture overlay mats, which for square albums can be rotated to 
either orientation.  Other aperture designs can be supplied for the larger sizes. 
 
Standard overlay mats are a fresh plain black design, and are supplied pre-taped ready to stick on the pages.  
Deluxe overlays are available in bevelled core board, in black with a white core for a superior presentation. 
 
 

Sizes 
A range of square sizes is available from 13” x 13” through 7” x 7”, with the maximum mat size being an inch 
smaller.  For example the 13 x 13 album is supplied with a 12 x 8 overlay as standard (actual aperture 0.5” smaller 
to allow for fixing prints).   
Other square sizes: 12x12 album (11x7 overlays), 11x11 (10x8), 10x10 (9x6), 9x9 (8x6), 8x8(7x5) and 7x7 (6x4). 
 
Rectangular Albums are available in a fixed orientation, either portrait or landscape. 
Rectangular sizes: 16x12 album (15x11 overlay), 14x12 (12x10), 14x11 (12x8), 12x10 (10x8), 10x8 (8x6), 8x6 (7x5), 
7x5 (6x4) 
 
 

Pages 
All albums feature smooth black leaves.  Standard album sizes are 20, 30 or 40 sides but we are happy to custom 
supply any number of pages in multiples of 2, up to a maximum of 50 sides. 
 
 

Covers 
Album covers are available in all our materials, including Aurora, a black soft suede material; Morpheus, antique 
real leather in several colours or Xena, a smoother leather hide; Eros, a popular bonded leather in black or white 
and many others. 
 
  

Additional Options 
Many of our covers are suitable for foil or blind debossing. 
We can also adapt album fronts to feature glass initial plaques. 


